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Abstract

Excessive consumption of beverages sweetened with high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS) is 

associated with obesity and with an increased risk of colorectal cancer. Whether HFCS contributes 
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directly to tumorigenesis is unclear. We investigated the effects of daily oral administration of 

HFCS in adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) mutant mice, which are predisposed to develop 

intestinal tumors. The HFCS-treated mice showed a substantial increase in tumor size and tumor 

grade in the absence of obesity and metabolic syndrome. HFCS increased the concentrations of 

fructose and glucose in the intestinal lumen and serum, respectively, and the tumors transported 

both sugars. Within the tumors, fructose was converted to fructose-1-phosphate, leading to 

activation of glycolysis and increased synthesis of fatty acids that support tumor growth. These 

mouse studies support the hypothesis that the combination of dietary glucose and fructose, even at 

a moderate dose, can enhance tumorigenesis.

The increased consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) has been paralleled by an 

epidemic of obesity around the world, starting in the 1980s (1–4). During this same time 

period, the rate of colorectal cancer (CRC) incidence also increased among young and 

middle-aged adults, suggesting a potential link between SSBs, obesity, and CRC 

development (5–7). Indeed, studies have shown that excessive consumption of SSBs causes 

obesity and that being obese increases the risk of CRC, especially in men (8, 9). However, 

whether SSBs contribute directly to tumorigenesis is unclear. Two important confounders 

are obesity and metabolic syndrome, which can indirectly affect tumor development by 

changing a myriad of physiologic and endocrine systems in multiple organs (10).

To untangle the link between sugar consumption, obesity, and cancer, we mimicked SSB 

consumption in a genetically engineered mouse model of intestinal tumorigenesis. In this 

model, the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene is deleted in Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells 

upon systemic tamoxifen injection (Lgr5-EGFP-CreERT2; APCflox/flox, hereafter APC−/− 

mice) (11, 12). APC, a negative regulator of Wnt signaling, is a tumor suppressor that is 

frequently mutated (75 to 80%) in the early stages of CRC development (13). SSBs are 

primarily sweetened with high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS), which consists of glucose and 

fructose in a 45:55 ratio (14). We first determined the physiological effects of HFCS 

administered to APC−/− and wild-type (WT) mice through ad libitum delivery in their 

drinking water (25% HFCS in water; referred to hereafter as the “water bottle” or WB 

group). The consumption of HFCS in this manner led to obesity in both WT and APC−/− 

mice (fig. S1), and to metabolic dysfunction in WT mice (fig. S2) over an 8-week period.

To uncouple the metabolic effects caused directly by HFCS from those caused by HFCS-

induced obesity, we treated APC−/− mice with a restricted amount (400 μl of 25% HFCS) of 

HFCS daily via oral gavage starting the day after tamoxifen injection (referred to as the 

HFCS group). This modest amount of HFCS (~3% of total daily caloric intake) is calorically 

equivalent to human consumption of less than 12 ounces of SSB (~20 g of HFCS) per day. 

Chronic treatment of HFCS using this strategy did not induce obesity or metabolic 

dysfunction in APC−/− mice (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig S2). Although the total number of 

tumors was similar (fig. S3, A and B), HFCS treatment significantly increased the number of 

large adenomas (>3 mm in diameter) and high-grade tumors in the HFCS group compared to 

the Con group (Fig. 1, C to F, and fig. S3C). We observed similar results in a study of 

another mouse model, CDX2P-CreERT2; APCflox/flox (fig. S3, D to H), where intestinal 

tumors develop mainly in the colon instead of the small intestine (15). These results suggest 
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that the chronic intake of modest amounts of HFCS in liquid form facilitates tumor growth 

in the setting of APC deficiency independent of obesity and the metabolic syndrome.

Glucose is efficiently transported by the intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) in the small 

intestine via sodium-coupled glucose transporters (SGLTs) (16). By contrast, fructose 

transport is mediated by a passive transporter (GLUT5) in IECs (16). The consumption of as 

little as 5 g of fructose can lead to the saturation of GLUT5 in the small intestine (i.e., 

malabsorption), resulting in an increased concentration of fructose in the lumen of the colon 

(large intestine) of healthy humans (17–19). Relatedly, a recent study in mice showed that 

fructose doses greater than 1 g/kg (~1% of daily calorie intake) overwhelm fructose 

absorption in the small intestine, resulting in a higher concentration of fructose in the colon 

(20). Indeed, we found that fructose concentration was significantly increased in the colonic 

lumen (4.4 mM at peak 30 min) in WT mice alter an oral bolus of HFCS (fig. S4A), 

consistent with impaired fructose uptake in the small intestine. Given these findings, we 

hypothesized that fructose in the intestinal lumen might be efficiently transported and 

metabolized by tumors located in the distal small intestine and colon. Using glucose or 

fructose radiolabeled with 14C, we confirmed that APC−/− tumors efficiently transported 

both fructose and glucose following a bolus of HFCS (fig. S4B). Furthermore, the amount of 

fructose reaching the liver and serum was reduced in tumor-bearing APC−/− mice compared 

to WT mice (Fig. 2A), implying that fructose is trapped by the tumors instead of being 

transported to the liver and blood. Further supporting our hypothesis, we found that GLUT5 

was expressed at higher levels in APC−/− tumors as compared to IECs (fig. S5A), and in 

human colon tumors as compared to adjacent normal IECs, on a tumor tissue microarray 

containing 25 cases of human colon tumors ranging from early-stage adenomas to metastatic 

carcinoma (fig. S5B) (21). Similar results have been reported for other fructose-metabolizing 

enzymes, ketohexokinase (KHK) and aldolase B in human colon tumors (22, 23). In 

aggregate, these results indicate that intestinal tumors can transport fructose directly from 

the intestinal lumen, where the fructose concentration is high after oral administration of 

HFCS.

Glucose and fructose have the same caloric value and similar chemical structures; however, 

these two sugars are metabolized differently in both the liver and in IECs (Fig. 2B) (24, 25). 

The most notable difference begins with the initial phosphorylation step following 

absorption. Whereas glucose is phosphorylated by hexokinases (HKs), generating glucose-6-

phosphate (G6P), fructose is phosphorylated on the 1-position by KHK (also known as 

fructokinase), producing fructose 1-phosphate (F1P). The activity of HKs is tightly regulated 

by the concentration of G6P (product inhibition), whereas the activity of KHK is not subject 

to feedback inhibition. In the liver, this results in a rapid accumulation of F1P, coupled with 

a pronounced depletion of adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) following fructose consumption. 

F1P can then be cleaved into three carbon units by aldolase B, bypassing 

phosphofructokinase (PFK). Despite the relatively well-studied pathway of fructose 

metabolism in the liver and in the small intestine, the role of fructose metabolism in tumors 

is mostly unknown.

Given that APC−/− tumors can efficiently transport both glucose and fructose, we sought to 

determine the metabolic fate of glucose and fructose using 13C isotopic tracing. We isolated 
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tumors from APC−/− mice and exposed them to four different labeling conditions for 10 min 

ex vivo: 13C-glucose (labeled at all six carbons), 13C-fructose (labeled at all six carbons), 
13C-glucose + unlabeled fructose, and 13C-fructose + unlabeled glucose. The labeling 

pattern of metabolic intermediates from glucose and fructose was then determined using 

liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). As expected, F1P was 

predominantly 13C-labeled at all six positions (M+6) in tumors treated with 13C-fructose or 
13C-fructose + unlabeled glucose (47.1 and 67.1%, respectively), as assessed by the 

percentage of labeling (Fig. 2C); these findings confirm the activity and presence of KHK in 

the tumors. Notably, there was almost no labeling of downstream metabolites of F1P from 
13C-fructose when unlabeled glucose was added to the medium (Fig. 2D and fig. S6A), 

suggesting that the presence of glucose saturates aldolase and prevents fructose from being 

cleaved into three carbon units in this time frame. Because KHK produces F1P much faster 

than aldolase cleaves it, F1P accumulates (fig. S6B). This results in an acute drop in 

cytosolic ATP in tumors from APC−/− mice that had received HFCS as compared to Con 

tumors following a bolus (and Fig. 2E).

In the liver, the activity of the purine degradation pathway increases during fructose 

ingestion because AMP deaminase (AMPD2) is stimulated by the depletion of inorganic 

phosphate (Pi) that occurs in response to the high rate of glycolysis (26, 27). In agreement 

with this mechanistic link between fructose and purine metabolism, we found that the 

abundance of downstream metabolites of AMPD2 was higher in tumors from HFCS-treated 

APC−/− mice than in tumors from control APC−/− mice (Fig. 2E). PFK is the most critical 

regulatory enzyme in glycolysis, and it is inhibited by ATP (28). Thus, we hypothesized that 

fructose-induced ATP depletion might result in the activation of PFK, thereby facilitating the 

metabolism of glucose via glycolysis in APC−/− tumors. Indeed, we found that tumors 

exposed to 13C-glucose + unlabeled fructose contained a higher percentage of fully labeled 

glycolytic metabolites than tumors exposed to 13C-glucose alone (e.g., 39.6% versus 30.2% 

for lactate, the end product of glycolysis) (Fig. 2D). We also confirmed that in vivo lactate 

production in tumors was enhanced in APC−/− mice treated with an oral bolus of 13C-

glucose + unlabeled fructose as compared to mice treated with a bolus of 13C-glucose alone 

(fig. S6D). Together, these results suggest that fructose enhances glucose metabolism by 

depleting ATP levels, thereby activating PFK, an important glycolytic enzyme, in APC−/− 

tumors.

We next explored the mechanism by which increased glycolysis enhances tumor growth in 

HFCS-treated APC−/− mice. In addition to generating ATP, glycolysis serves as a carbon 

source for de novo fatty acid synthesis. Cancer cells rely heavily on fatty acid synthesis (also 

known as “de novo lipogenesis”) for cellular membrane formation, energy generation and 

storage, and intracellular signaling (29, 30). Using next-generation RNA sequencing (RNA-

seq), we found that the expression levels of all lipogenic enzymes, including acetyl-CoA 

(coenzyme A) carboxylase alpha (ACACA) and fatty acid synthase (FASN), were markedly 

increased in APC−/− tumors in comparison to IECs (Fig. 3A and fig. S7A). Accordingly, 

APC−/− tumors had an increased abundance of long-chain fatty acids, as measured by a LC-

MS/MS analysis (fig. S7B), and demonstrated increased incorporation of 14C-glucose into 

intracellular lipids as compared to the IECs following an oral bolus of HFCS (radiolabeled 
14C-glucose together with unlabeled fructose) (fig. S7C).
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The above findings suggest that tumors in HFCS-treated APC−/− mice rewire their metabolic 

pathways in favor of fatty acid synthesis. We postulated that chronic treatment of mice with 

HFCS would accelerate glycolysis and further increase the levels of fatty acids in tumors as 

compared to tumors from the Con group. To investigate this hypothesis, we assessed the 

level of citrate, a key intermediate between glucose metabolism and fatty acid synthesis, in 

tumors by measuring its fractional labeling from 13C-glucose after tumors were exposed to 

either 13C-glucose or 13C-glucose + unlabeled fructose. As expected, the proportion of two-

carbon-labeled (M+2) citrate derived from glucose was significantly increased when fructose 

was added to the medium (fig. S7D). Using a global metabolomics strategy, we confirmed 

that the lipid metabolic pathway was one of the most enriched pathways in tumors from the 

HFCS-treated mice group compared to control group (fig. S7, E and F). Notably, the levels 

of all four major long-chain fatty acids—palmitic acid, palmitoleic acid, stearic acid, and 

oleic acid—were increased in tumors from HFCS-treated mice compared to tumors from 

water-treated mice (Fig. 3B and fig. S7G). In addition, many genes related to the production 

of eicosanoids from fatty acid precursors showed increased expression in APC−/− tumors as 

compared to IECs (fig. S7H), and several eicosanoids increased in abundance in mice 

receiving chronic HFCS treatment (fig. S7I). FASN encodes an enzyme that catalyzes the 

synthesis of palmitic acid from acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA, a critical step for de novo 

lipogenesis (Fig. 3C). To determine if de novo lipogenesis is necessary for enhancement of 

tumor growth by HFCS, we generated APC−/−; FASN−/− mice by breeding APCfLox/fox mice 

with FASNfLox/fLox mice (31) and treated them with daily oral HFCS for 8 weeks. Indeed, 

the loss of FASN in APC−/− tumors abolished the ability of HFCS to enhance tumor growth 

(Fig. 3D and fig. S8A) as well as its effects on tumor grade (Fig. 3E), suggesting that the 

increased fatty acid synthesis caused by HFCF treatment contributes to the tumorigenesis.

Lastly, we investigated whether the increased tumor growth in the HFCS group was 

dependent on fructose metabolism. We created APC−/−; KHK−/− mice by crossing the 

APCfLox/fLox mice with mice deficient in KHK (32,33) and treated them chronically by daily 

oral gavage with the modest amount of HFCS (3% of total daily caloric intake) for 8 weeks. 

The absence of KHK abolished HFCS enhancement of tumor growth and grade in APC−/− 

mice (Fig. 4, A and B, and fig. S8B). There was also a trend toward a reduction in overall 

tumor number (fig. S8C). In contrast to the APC−/− tumors, the APC−/−; KHK−/− tumors did 

not show changes in the abundance of ATP, PFK activity, or rate of glycolysis (as measured 

by lactate production) after HFCS treatment (Fig. 4, C to E). Finally, HFCS-treated APC−/−; 

KHK−/− tumors had reduced levels of long-chain fatty acids relative to HFCS-treated APC
−/− tumors (fig. S8D), suggesting that KHK activity is essential for the increased fatty acid 

synthesis following HFCS treatment.

In this study, we have found that HFCS, the primary sweetener used in SSBs, contributes to 

intestinal tumorigenesis in mice by accelerating glycolysis and de novo lipogenesis. These 

effects are independent of obesity and metabolic syndrome. HFCS in liquid form rapidly 

increases the levels of fructose and glucose in the intestinal lumen and serum, respectively, 

which allows intestinal tumors to take up these sugars for their growth. Our results also 

identify KHK as a key accelerator of tumor growth. When tumors are exposed to both 

glucose and fructose, KHK consumes fructose, rapidly depleting ATP, which in turn 

accelerates glycolysis and de novo lipogenesis. This reduction in ATP accelerates the flux of 
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glucose through glycolysis by activating PFK. We speculate that this increased rate of 

glycolysis depletes Pi [at the step of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)] 

and results in activation of AMPD2, which degrades all forms of adenine nucleotides and 

further reduces cytosolic ATP in APC−/− tumors. Because fructose is not essential for the 

survival and growth of normal cells (34, 35), inhibitors of GLUT5 or KHK may selectively 

impede the growth of CRC cells. This result agrees with and broadens the scope of a recent 

study where KHK was identified as a synthetic lethal target for KRAS-mutant colorectal 

cancers using a CRISPR screen in xenografts (36). Together these findings suggest that 

therapeutic targeting of fructose metabolism may merit investigation as a strategy for 

slowing the progression of CRC. Our study also provides important preclinical evidence that 

the combination of dietary glucose and fructose, even at moderate dose, can enhance 

intestinal tumor growth. Whether these findings can be extrapolated to humans requires 

further investigation.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. HFCS enhances intestinal tumor growth in APC-deficient mice independent of obesity.
(A) Mean weight of untreated APC−/− mice (Con), APC−/− mice treated with a daily oral 

gavage of HFCS, and APC−/− mice fed with unlimited HFCS in drinking water bottle (WB) 

following the induction of intestinal tumors. n = 12. (B) Body composition of APC−/− mice 

in Con (n = 8), HFCS (n = 6), and WB (n = 9) groups were measured after 8 weeks of 

treatment using magnetic resonance. BM, body mass; FM, fat mass; FFM, fat-free mass. (C) 

H&E (hematoxylin and eosin) staining of the distal small intestine from APC−/− mice 

treated with Con or HFCS via daily oral gavage for 8 weeks. Black bar indicates 2 mm. (D) 

The size of each tumor (diameter) in the intestine was determined in whole-mount tissue 

after methylene blue staining, using a dissecting microscope. Data represent the number of 

tumors over 3 mm in diameter in Con and HFCS-treated APC−/− mice. n = 12. (E) 
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Representative pathologic grading of intestinal sections from Con and HFCS-treated APC−/− 

mice. Black bar indicates 2 mm. White bar indicates 200 μm. (F) Percentage of high-grade 

lesions from Con (n = 7) and HFCS-treated (n = 8) APC−/− mice. (A) and (B): Two-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Holm-Sidak post-test for multiple comparisons; 

(D) and (F): Student’s t test; NS: not significant. **P<0.01. All data represent means ± 

SEM.
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Fig. 2. Intestinal tumors from APC-deficient mice facilitate glycolysis by using both glucose and 
fructose.
(A) The amount of radioactivity in the serum (left) and liver (right) 20 min after an oral 

bolus of HFCS that contained U-[14C]-fructose tracer in wild-type (WT) (n = 4) and tumor-

bearing APC−/− mice (n = 6). Radioactivity amount is presented as disintegrations per 

minute (DPM) per microliter (serum) or per microgram of protein input (liver). WT and 

APC−/− compared by Student’s t test, **P < 0.01. (B) Schematic depicting key enzymes and 

metabolites in glycolysis, fructolysis, and purine salvage pathways. Red indicates key 

fructose metabolites; blue indicates enzymes. Glu, glucose; Fruc, fructose; G6P, glucose 6-

phosphate; FBP, fructose 1,6-bisphosphate; G3P, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; Pyr, pyruvate; 

F1P, fructose 1-phosphate; GA, glyceraldehyde; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; ATP, 

adenosine triphosphate; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; AMP, adenosine monophosphate; 

IMP, inosine monophosphate; HK, hexokinase; PFK, phosphofructokinase; PK, pyruvate 

kinase; ALDOB, aldolase B; KHK, ketohexokinase; AMPD2, AMP deaminase 2. (C) 

Percent labeling of fructose 1-phosphate and (D) lactate following a 10-min ex vivo 

incubation with 10 mM U-[13C]-glucose, 10 mM U-[13C]-glucose with 10 mM fructose, 10 

mM U-[13C]-fructose, and 10 mM U-[13C]-fructose with 10 mM glucose. The isotopic 

labeling of each metabolite is indicated by the M+# designation indicated in the legend 

where the # represents how many [12C] were replaced with [13C]. For example, the M+3 

species for fructose 1-phosphate has the chemical formula 13C3
12C3H13O9P. n = 3 to 4 per 

group. Two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test compared to the U-[13C]-glucose 

condition. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001, 13C Glu, U-[13C]-glucose; 13C Fru, 

U-[13C]-fructose. (E) Relative abundance of key metabolites in the adenine purine salvage 

pathway. Con (n = 14), HFCS (n = 9). Two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test *P < 

0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. All data represent means ± SEM.
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Fig. 3. HFCS treatment accelerates de novo fatty acid synthesis in intestinal tumors from 
APCdeficient mice.
(A) Heatmap depicting the relative expression of the indicated genes involved in fatty acid 

synthesis from APC−/− tumors (n = 16) and intestinal epithelial cells (IECs, n = 16) using 

RNA-seq data. (B) Relative abundance of saturated and unsaturated 16- and 18-carbon fatty 

acid species in APC−/− tumors treated daily with water (Con, n = 14) or HFCS (n = 9). 

Groups compared by Student’s t test with correction for multiple comparisons using the 

Holm-Sidak method. ****P < 0.0001. (C) Schematic depicting key enzymes, genes, and 
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metabolites in the de novo lipogenesis pathway. Red, enzyme name; red in parentheses, gene 

name. (D) APC−/−; FASN−/− mice were treated with a daily oral gavage containing water 

(Con, n = 9) or HFCS (n = 10) starting the day after tamoxifen injection and killed at 8 

weeks. The size of each tumor (diameter) in the intestine was determined in whole-mount 

tissue after methylene blue staining, using a dissecting microscope. Data represent the 

number of tumors >3 mm in diameter in Con and HFCS-treated mice. Groups compared by 

Student’s t test. NS, not significant. (E) Percentage of high-grade tumors (n = 11 per group) 

from Con and HFCS-treated APC−/−; FASN−/− mice. Student’s t test. NS, not significant. 

All data represent means ± SEM.
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Fig. 4. KHK deletion abolishes tumor phenotypes in APC-deficient mice treated with HFCS.
(A) The size of each tumor (diameter) in the intestine was determined in wholemount tissue 

after methylene blue staining, using a dissecting microscope. Data represent the number of 

tumors >3 mm in diameter in Con (n = 19) and HFCS-treated (n = 18) APC−/− and APC−/−; 

KHK−/− mice (n = 10 per group). Groups compared by two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak 

post-test. **P < 0.01. (B) Percentage of high-grade tumors from Con (n = 11) and HFCS-

treated (n = 10) APC−/− and APC−/−;KHK−/− mice (Con n = 12, HFCS n = 11). Groups 

compared by two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. ****P < 0.0001. (C) Normalized 
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abundance of ATP in tumors from APC−/− (n = 5 per group) and APC−/−; KHK−/− (n = 8 per 

group) mice treated ex vivo with and without 10 mM HFCS for 10 min. Two-way ANOVA 

with Holm-Sidak post-test. *P < 0.05. (D) Normalized phosphofructokinase (PFK) activity 

(mU/μg) in tumors from APC−/− (Con n = 6, HFCS n = 8) and APC−/−; KHK−/− (Con n = 9, 

HFCS n = 8) mice treated for 8 weeks. Two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. **P < 

0.01. (E) Normalized abundance of lactate in tumors from APC−/− (Con n = 7, HFCS n = 8) 

and APC−/−; KHK−/− (Con n = 6, HFCS n = 7) mice treated ex vivo with and without 10 

mM HFCS for 10 min. Two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-test. *P < 0.05. All data 

represent means ± SEM.
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